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Magnetism Anion Craving Pendants 
 

 
The main function of magnetic anion: 
 
(1) Producing reactive oxygen: anion can activate the oxygen macromolecule in the 

air effectively and can make it active so as to be absorbed by human being avoid 
of the air conditional disease.  

 
(2) Improving the lung functions: once human absorb the anion with oxygen, lung will 

absorb more 20% oxygen and relieve more 15% CO2 than usually.  
 
(3) Promoting metabolism: inspire multiple enzymes in the body so as to accelerate 

the metabolism.  
 
(4) Enhancing the anti-disease ability: change the reactive ability of body and activate 

the capacity of the network endodermis system, amplifying body’s immunity.  
 
(5) Improving the sleeping quality: people will get elation under the function of oxygen 

anion, which has an available function of relieving pain, and they will improve their 
working efficiency and sleeping quality.  

 
(6) Dispatching the bacterium: anion generator will produce little ozone while 

producing amount of anion, the combination will absorb easily various disease 
and bacterium, making the change of its productive construct and removal of 
energy, leading to its death. Removal dust and kill bacterium, reliving passive 
smoking then the environmental health is everywhere.  

 
(7) Cleansing the air and removing: anion with negative charge poles with the smoke 

dust with passive charge floating in the air, making it sediment naturally.  
 
(8) Protecting: neutralize the high pressure and static of television and computer, 

relieving the damage made by dust to the television and computer.  
 
(9) Anion can enhances the moisture ability of hair, as normally the hair appears to 

be depressing fish scale state, but the anion can make hair look gloss form the 
depressing fish scale state, then also can neutralize the static of hair avoid hair 
fork. 

 
ChenYang magnetic anion craving pendants will bless you luck together, bringing 
you confidence, active and healthy. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 


